Are radiologists true medical imaging gatekeepers?
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Dear Colleagues,

When I asked myself as to what do I write as the subject for the editorial pertaining to the November 2014 issue of the journal; I looked around; spoke to colleagues and friends, brain stormed and delved within to see what could be an apt topic. It had to be something which has defined and recognized us radiologist—the medical imaging specialists, from the genesis of radiology till now, and from here on, how would this definition hold good as we walk forward. As I was pondering over this point, intriguingly, with my eyes shut, on the chair, my inner voice said the basis of my recognition as a radiologist comes from the specialty of radiology to which I belong to; it takes care of my bread and butter. The way I'm taken care of and which recognizes me as an expert in imaging and radiology, germinated a thought of how well am I taking care of my profession, as a primal requirement, and not as a reciprocatory gesture. Radiology cannot speak for itself; it speaks through the radiologist. The utility of a knife is known based on how a person wants it, as the knife can't speak for itself. To speak for radiology, we need to be its guardian, by protecting the profession from coming into the grip of areas other than those intended to be used for. Thus, what came in from me was the aspect of the gatekeeper of radiology that we are supposed to be—are we really into it?

Gate keeping, in its truest sense, looks upon to ensure that the overall health of radiology is always intact. Negatives override positives in a fraction of a second. It is warranted to look into the element of commoditization of medical imaging, by virtue of needless tests and procedures, with piling costs, often resulting in the arena of nowhere, just as in an open space of cosmos, without any conclusion to be arrived at by using a particular imaging technique. A technique used justifiably for the heck of it or with an ulterior motive. The radiologist needs to look into, on reference from a referring physician or a surgeon, as to whether a said modality-based imaging is warranted or can it be done through a lesser medium, most suitable to the requirements of the case.

As the adage goes, it is always patient first; unless and until patients are referred to, how will the machinery be used and the inferred upon. Access to any technology can be possible, provided it is affordable by the patients. Primarily, the first point of testing needs to be, by and large possible, the last point of testing as well. While all this is being probed into, the most pertinent aspect would be never to compromise on quality in trying to cut down the cost factor, but, needs to be made affordable. Many patients shy away from undergoing a test, for the mere fear of the money involved, and what if nothing comes out, as it is purported to be. The radiologist, always, needs to convince himself or herself, as regards the necessity of an image to be taken, as requested by the physician; instead, if he or she feels that it isn't warranted and something lesser could reap the required benefit, the same needs to be communicated to the referring physician.
or surgeon. Active imaging, rather than passive, needs to be witnessed here, as we are not here just to perform an imaging technique and churn out images, viewing the same as an assistive mechanism to the physicians, but, as an advisor, inferring based on the image taken. As part of the inferring mechanism, in required cases, the patient also needs to be informed about the inference, if need be, over and above the report sent to the referring physician.\[3\]

As in x-ray and related imaging modalities, the need to take more number of images would primarily risk the patient be exposed to unwanted radiation, leading to healthcare complications thereof, whereby, making the radiologist accountable for any mishap, over and above what is warranted to be imaged. This is as good as a surgical complication, though, the consent form from the patient’s relatives are taken before surgery, as a dictum, with complications contemplable, but, error on part of the surgeon cannot be overruled, leading to patient fatality at times, though, that may not be the intention. So is the case in some procedures which are under the gamut of interventional radiology and neuroradiology, respectively. In pursuit of making radiology a good money-making specialty, the core area of focus is patient care should not be forgotten.

One of the principle challenges which we face in India vis-a-vis the West, is the federal healthcare providing society the access to best medical facilities, which is also mandatory; but, we are well behind in pursuit of enacting such a law. One reason could be the huge population base which we have, in sharp contrast to lesser number of people in the West. A true reflection of gatekeeping would be made possible, provided the education of departmental colleagues, staff, residents, students, patients, etc., is also incorporated. Many of the laws and rules applicable to the West cannot be applied in India, where such a system does not exist; as each institution has its own database of images and records, barring few major academic institutes.

Finally, looking at all the above, the need of the hour is to figure out what is best suited for Indian conditions, unlike merely aping the western technology and practices, wherein, the logistics of implementation are quite different. Effective balance of technology, cost-cutting, alongside commodization, and misuse of the equipment leading to medicolegal issues would be the principle responsibilities of we gatekeepers, and as we delve through these, we come back to the basics of taking care of the radiology, in the best possible manner, since, unless there is the radiology, how would we radiologists eat our bread and butter? A radiologist can never exist without radiology; a point to eternally pondered upon.

In pursuit of offering dedicated scientific knowledge to our learned members, with colleagues acting as Guest Editors to dedicated issues, we have “Transplant Imaging” in this issue, which is being edited by Dr. Nitin Ghonge. The issue features leading contributors from India and abroad, with the latest concepts. Organ transplantation is undergoing seismic changes in the country, with radiological involvement becoming an integral component in the pre- and post-procedural scenario.

Please keep writing to me on the areas of interest that you would like to concentrate upon, IJRI would delve into them, by bringing in newer articles, from edition to edition.
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